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1. Introduction

The following pages contain reflective summaries on the production of BAP160.1 studio assignment. It
covers planning schematics, session accounts, tracking details, interpersonal observations and selfassessment reviews from pre-production right through to recording, mix-down and postproduction.
2. Pre-Production Notes

It became quite evident early on that the TLA studios were being shared by a great number of students,
making it difficult to book more than four hours per week. Therefore, a strategic decision was made to
partner up with Malvin Nathaniel, a fellow student, to give us options to book back-to-back sessions.

i. The Song and the Musicians
Nude is the third track off Radiohead’s 2007 album In Rainbows and is a song that I’ve been wanting to
cover for quite sometime. I thought it apt for this assessment as it has the necessary instrumental
elements and the necessary studio application to satisfy the project’s requirements.
Song Title: Nude

Drums: Ilja Gray

Written By: Radiohead

Bass: Max VanStee

Key Signature: E Maj

Acoustic Guitar: Braydon Zirkler/Jake Donohue

Meter: 6/8

Electric Guitar: Jake Donohue

Tempo: 64

Vocals: Michael Mission

ii. Instrumentation
a. Drums

• drum section which has a certain ‘live’ sound, carries a very simple sidestick pattern
for most of the performance with the actual snare being struck only toward the
second half as the song slowly begins to build up

b. Bass

• the bass part is also quite simple with a largely repetitive pattern throughout
• the bass line provides the main hook quite early on in the song

c. Electric/Acoustic Guitars

• I’ve decided to record two main guitar parts which are an arpeggiated chordal

variations for the electric and a mostly chordal plucked pattern for the acoustic

d. Choral Synths

• Thom Yorke layers his voice with choral synths creating a polyphonic texture

• choral synth instruments designed using either Logic or Reason soft synths will be
implemented to achieve this desired effect
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e. Strings Synths

• the song utilises strings for dramatic tension

• for the most part, it provides the harmonic ‘bed’ for the vocals and the bass riff
• as with the choral elements, I’ll be utilising soft synths to achieve this result
3. Recording Session Summaries

The following section contain summaries for session tracking dates, including times, instruments,
persons and main agenda. It also covers undesirable issues and the outcome of any attempts made to
rectify or accommodate these problems. Brief reflections on the overall performance are also covered.

i. Drums Session | 23.08.11 | 10:00-14:00 | Michael Mission, Ilja Gray, Malvin Nathaniel | TLA
To many engineers, the room sound is a major part of their drum sound, while for others it’s a mere
afterthought. It’s worth it to spend a little time capturing the room sound, however, since it can add that
extra bit of “glue” that can’t be achieved any other way. (Owsinski 2009, p.179)

a. Main Agenda

• a live drum sound is desired for this project to which Rec Area 1 is perfectly suited
• two room mics positioned symmetrically in the rec space for a wide room image
• mic up as many instruments to provide blending possibilities during mix-down
b. Miking Strategies

• D112 and Beta52, as close to the front head of the kick as possible (Fig.1) to capture a

warm and full tone (Huber 2010, p.161) as well as to provide blending options for later

• Beta57A (which has a frequency response of a 5k and 10k boost) inside the kick
pointing at the beater designed to capture the click of the beater (Fig.2)

• NT2A’s as room mics, set to omni pattern, positioned in the corners of the room to
record as much of the natural reverb of the rec space (Fig.7)

• referencing a straight line cutting through the centre of the kick and snare to serve
as centre axis for the placement of a pair of TLM103’s as overheads (Fig.8)

c. Session Issues

• computer crashed halfway through setting up Pro Tools session which took the

supervisors two hours to get back up and running; at best, we were left with an
hour and a half of recording before we had to pack up

• listening to the individual tracks at home, I realised that the track for the ride

cymbal was unusable, as it exhibited a wobbling type distortion (Fig.5) - it became
difficult to assess the cause at this stage

• I also realised that the AT2021 was not picking up the sound of the hats directly and

consisted mostly of spill from other instruments (Fig.6) - I was also unable to use this

track in the final mix
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d. Reflections and Further Comments

• having our session cut in half due to the computer crashing meant that we rushed
the session and could not properly assess the individual signals coming through

• recording drums are often quite complex, therefore for future tracking dates, a

double session would be ideal in order to have ample time to properly monitor the
individual signals and troubleshoot any issues

e. Images

(Fig 1) D112 and Beta52A on the outside of kick

(Fig 2) Beta57A inside kick

(Fig 3) SM57 on snare top and MD421 on snare bottom

(Fig 4) MD421 on floor tom

(Fig 5) NT1A on ride cymbal

(Fig 6) AT2021 on hat
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TLM103

TLM103

(Fig 7) TLM103 as overheads and NT2A as room

(Fig 8) TLM103’s positioned symmetrically along red axis

f. Signal Flow Summary
MODULE

MICROPHONE

PLACEMENT

TAPE INPUT

TAPE OUTPUT

1

Beta 57

kick in - pointing at beater

1

1

2

D112

kick out

2

2

3

Beta 52

kick out

3

3

4

SM57

snare top

4

4

5

MD421

snare bottom

5

5

6

MD421

floor tom

6

6

7

AT2021

high hat

7

7

13*

NT1A

ride cymbal

13*

13*

9

TLM103

overheads

9

9

10

TLM103

overheads

10

10

11

NT2A (omni)

room

11

11

12

NT2A (omni)

room

12

12

* module 8 was unable to pick up signal, therefore re-routed to channel 13
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ii. Guitars Session | 24.08.11 | 10:00-14:00 | Michael Mission, Braydon Zirkler, Riley Davison| TLA
Work out all the musical…parts before going into the studio. Unrehearsed music can leave the music
standing on shaky ground. (Huber & Runstein 2010, p.602)

a. Main Agenda

• a warmer tone for the acoustic and a crunchy, mildly distorted sound for the electric
• Braydon and Riley, both fellow SAE students, kindly agreed to help out - with

Braydon playing the parts and Riley lending his Gretsch Tennessee Rose electric
guitar and his AC50 Vox amp for the session

b. Miking Strategies
... the Sigma turned our guitar into an instant bit of imaginary 1950s vinyl history — all mid-range cool,
with no pretence at trying to be zingy at the top. (Cotton 2007 [online])

• Sigma ribbon mic on the fret board to pull down the brightness of the strings (Fig.9)
• SM57 on the body to bring out the higher harmonics of the wood (Fig.10)
c. Session Issues

• it became evident from the beginning that Braydon and I had different
interpretations of the song’s chord progression

• Braydon had referenced a particular progression sourced online while I had

sketched out my own arrangement derived from multiple online sources and from
what simply sounded good to my ears

• the whole session was then entirely spent on working out the desired chords

• we also had problems with the harmonics of Braydon’s acoustic guitar exhibiting

undesired dissonant characteristics - none of us could accurately identify its source

• breaths and stool creaks made it into the recordings and most of the material were
mostly unusable, or would have taken quite a while to edit

• we ran out of time pretty quickly and was not able to record any electric guitar
d. Reflections and Further Comments

• this was clearly a communication failure in my part where a rehearsal session prior
to the tracking date would have been very beneficial

• the unrehearsed nature as well as the stop/start distractions of the session meant
that Braydon couldn’t quite settle into the performance as he would otherwise
normally have been able to do if he had been more familiar with the song
• this meant that I had to reschedule another session to track the acoustic guitar in

my bedroom studio (at this point I wasn’t able to organise for another session in the
TLA as it was fully booked every week and the sessions we had booked in the
coming weeks were locked in for specific agendas)

• Braydon was unavailable the week I had planned for this make-up, therefore I had
another guitarist come in to perform the part (see Session Summary IV below).
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e. Images

(Fig 9) Sigma ribbon mic on fret board

(Fig 10) SM57 on guitar body

f. Signal Flow Summary
MODULE

MICROPHONE

PLACEMENT

TAPE INPUT

TAPE OUTPUT

1

SM57

guitar body

1

1

2

Sigma

fret board

2

2

iii. Vox and Bass | 06.09.11 | 12:00-17:00 | Michael Mission, Max Van Stee, Malvin Nathaniel| TLA
…the human voice is so personal. Even if you have a microphone that works 90 per- cent of the time, you’re
always looking and you’re always guessing. And it’s the most dynamic instrument, too. So it’s the most
difficult instrument because it has the most variables. (Owsinski 2009, p.223)

a. Main Agenda

• to multi-mic vocals as you would any other instrument - an alternative to double
tracking as it is one seamless smooth vocal that I wanted for the song

• Max Van Stee, a good friend of mine (who is now also attending SAE in Tri 1) will be
performing the bass part; a rich and raw bass tone is desired

b. Miking Strategies

• MD421 with its 3-5 kHz boost to pick up the presence on vocals and the Sigma with
its high end roll-off to emphasise the warmer mid tones (Fig 11)

• positioning the Sigma at an angle to capture more of the body of the vocal rather
than the direct sound

• D112 to pick up low mids of the bass amp and SM57 to pick up high mid crunch
• positioning the mics off axis to capture more of a warmer tone (Fig 13 & 14)

…the brightest sound is found by pointing the mic at the centre of the speaker, while moving it to one side
will produce a warmer, less in-your-face result. (White 1999, [online])
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c. Session Issues

• the vocal booths of the TLA and the rec space for the TOFT were so close together

that spill from both studios were making it through the doors that separated them

• settling into the performance became difficult as each take was interrupted by
noises from the adjoining room

• 3/4 of the way through, we realised that we were printing one of the reverb return
channels (module 5) instead of the Sigma mic channel (module 3)

d. Reflections and Further Comments

• put up a baffle to minimise spill from the Toft rec area without much success (Fig 12)
• listening back to the first recorded take would have made us realise that we were
tracking the wrong channel; an invaluable lesson in making sure that the right
signals are going into tape
• in hindsight a longer vocal session would have been ideal to cover two songs but in
the end we had to make do with the limited amount of takes we could accomplish

• Max did a great job with the bass line and together we dialed up a tone that was
very similar to what was on the original record

• his bass gear included a Gallien Krueger 1001RB bass amp and a USA Fender
Highway 1 Precision bass guitar

e. Images

(Fig 11) MD421 and Sigma for vocals

(Fig 12) use of baffle to reduce spill from adjoining rec space

(Fig 13) SM57 and D112 on bass amp

(Fig 14) SM57 slightly angled to capture an indirect tone
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f. Signal Flow Summary
MODULE

MICROPHONE

PLACEMENT

TAPE INPUT

TAPE OUTPUT

1

backing track

-

-

1

2

backing track

-

-

2

3

Sigma

below/angled

3

3

4

MD421

top/pointing down

4

4

5

reverb return

-

-

5

6

reverb return

-

-

6

9*

D112

off axis

9

9

10

SM57

centre/slightly angled

10

10

* module 8 was unreliable therefore tracked on the next available channel pair

iv. Acoustic Guitar Session | 07.09.11 | 14.00-16:00 | Michael Mission, Jake Donohue| Home Studio
Recording with two mics gives you the option to spread the guitar across the stereo picture, by panning
them left and right. Although you’d think that this might produce a rather unnatural effect, it can actually
make the guitar sound much more real and three-dimensional. (Senior 2010, [online])
For a more intimate strum sound you can place a second mic by the first fret, or…a condenser pointing at
the bridge, picking up the thick mid-range of the body. (Benediktsson 2010, [online])

a. Main Agenda

• to re-record the acoustic guitar parts

b. Miking Strategies

• a spaced pair of NT2A’s - one pointing halfway up the fretboard to capture the

brilliance of the strings and the other pointing at the bridge to capture the warmers
mid tones of the body (Fig 16 & 17)

c. Session Issues

• the session went quite smoothly due to the fact that I was much more prepared in
terms of what I wanted, where I wanted them and how I wanted it to sound

d. Reflections and Further Comments

• learning from the last guitar session, I laid down a rough midi sample for each part
and printed out chord progressions for a visual reference (Fig 15)

• Jake played his acoustic steel string Maton guitar
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e. Images

(Fig 15) spaced pair of NT2A set to cardioid

(Fig 16) one NT2A pointing to 12th fret the other on the bridge

(Fig 17) a sheet to communicate the required chord progression

f. Signal Flow Summary
MODULE

MICROPHONE

PLACEMENT

TAPE INPUT

TAPE OUTPUT

1

NT2A

fret

1

1

2

NT2A

body

2

2

v. Electric Guitar | 14.09.11 | 10:00-13:00 | Michael Mission, Jake Donohue, Malvin Nathaniel| TLA
Ribbon mics are also often characterised as sounding 'smoother' compared with typical condenser
microphones, partly because their construction avoids the high-frequency diaphragm resonances normally
inherent in condenser designs. (Senior 2007, [online])

a. Main Agenda

• a distorted, crunchy guitar sound is desired for this track

b. Miking Strategies

• an angled Sigma to capture smoother and warmer mid range tones and the MD421
to capture the crunch and bite of the distorted amp (Fig 18)
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c. Session Issues and Resolutions

• the two sliding doors to Rec area 1 were not functioning properly with the outside
door totally stuck and the door inside unable to shut completely

• this meant that the amp’s loud output were spilling through to the main area
interrupting a tute class that was being held in the film set

• it then became a matter of compromising some of our recording time to allow for
the tute class to have an uninterrupted block to record some dialogue

• in terms of performance however, it went perfectly well with Jake nailing all of the
required parts to the song

d. Reflections and Further Comments

• good preparation helped speed the tracking process for this session

• sending Jake a bounced file of an updated backing track a good number of days

before the tracking date meant that he was able to familiarise himself much more
with what was required

• having him in the control room playing guitar while the amp was in the rec area
meant that communication between us were much more efficient (Fig 19)

• his gear inluded an Epiphone Les Paul and a 4W Vox valve amp
e. Images

(Fig 18) Sigma and an MD421 to capture contrasting tones

(Fig 19) Jake playing in control room rather than in the rec area

f. Signal Flow Summary
MODULE

MICROPHONE

PLACEMENT

TAPE INPUT

TAPE OUTPUT

1

backing track

-

-

1

2

backing track

-

-

2

3

Sigma

angled/12 inches from cone

3

3

4

MD421

off axis/1 inch from cone

4

4
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vi. Mix-down Session | 20.09.11 | 14:00-18:00 | Michael Mission | TLA Console
Most great mixers think in three dimensions. They think “tall, deep, and wide,” which means making sure all
the frequencies are represented, making sure there’s depth to the mix, and then giving it some stereo
dimension. (Owsinski 2006, p.8)

a. Main Agenda

• an ambient track is in mind but am well aware that the overall nature of the song is
slow and sustained e.g. long held vocals and sweeping strings and choir ‘ooohs’

• any reverb/delay/effects have to be carefully considered and kept in check so as not
to overpower the main elements and cause a ‘blurry’ mix

b. Editing Strategies

• checked phasing issues with multi-mic’d instruments e.g. kick, snare, vocals

• shifted regions in Pro Tools by sample increments to accurately align waveforms

• utilised Flex Audio in Logic (which I find much more intuitive to use than Pro Tools’
Elastic Audio) to fix timing issues with vocals

• created a saturated vocal track through a distortion/saturation plug-in in Reason
called Scream and used it to blend with the original vocal takes

c. Mixing Strategies

• I was very aware that time spent in the TLA is precious (and flies by incredibly fast),
therefore I opted to use a combination of the EQ and compression plug-ins in Pro
Tools as well as utilising the desk EQ and outboard compression
• use of the TLA Ivory unit to compress vocals with a -12dB threshold, 4:1 ratio, slow
attack, slow release, soft knee and 4-5 dB gain reduction (Fig 21)

• use of the SPX 990 unit for a Vocal Reverb effect with reverb time of 4.3 sec, a
density setting of 4 and a LPF of 5kHz (Figs 22, 23, 24)

• use of the M One unit for a Room Reverb effect with decay time of 2.3 sec, a medium
size setting and a high frequency cut of 4.1kHz (Figs 25, 26, 27, 28)

• use of the M350 unit for a Soft Delay effect set to full wet, 8th note taps and 30%
feedback (Fig 29)

• creating darker reverbs by cutting high frequencies by 15dB and dipping 3-4 kHz by
5dB with a fairly wide Q value (Figs 32 & 33)

• after the initial recording pass, I realised I had mixed everything quite low so I
processed the track through some limiting using Maxim in Pro Tools and a 4:1
compression on the DBX compression unit
d. Session Issues and Resolutions

• the biggest issue of the day was competing with a very noisy live audio tute in the
green screen room

• an extremely loud PA meant that big amounts of bass energy were spilling into the
control room, wreaking havoc on my ability to monitor levels properly
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• headphone monitoring didn’t help the issue either

• it wasn’t until I got home that I realised there was an audible mobile phone static
towards the very end of the track

• this meant that I’ve had to tail the mix shorter than what I had really wanted
• having so many elements meant that riding faders and send pans became
complicated and tricky

e. Images

(Fig 20) console layout - channels 1 - 19 (refer to signal flow
summary below)

(Fig 21) vocal compression settings

(Fig 22) vocal reverb preset

(Fig 23) vocal reverb settings

(Fig 24) vocal reverb settings

(Fig 25) room reverb preset
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(Fig 26) room reverb settings

(Fig 27) room reverb settings

(Fig 28) room reverb settings

(Fig 29) delay settings

(Fig 30) effect returns - channels 20 - 24 (refer to signal flow
summary below)

(Fig 31) patching

(Fig 32) reverb and delay EQ

(Fig 33) reverb and delay EQ
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f. Signal Flow Summary
MODULE

ASSIGNMENT

COMPRESSION

EQ

AUX SEND

1

MIDI Drums L

plugin

plugin

2 (RoomVerb)

2

MidI Drums R

plugin

plugin

2 (RoomVerb)

3

Kick Drum

plugin

plugin

-

4

Snare

plugin

plugin

2 (RoomVerb)

5

OH L

TLA Ivory Lower L+R

desk EQ

2 (RoomVerb)

6

OH R

TLA Ivory Lower L+R

desk EQ

2 (RoomVerb)

7

Room L

plugin

plugin

-

8

Room R

plugin

plugin

-

9

Vox

TLA Ivory Upper L

desk EQ

1 (VoxVerb) &
3 (Soft Delay)

10

Bass

Summit

desk EQ

-

11

Acoustic Guitar

DBX 160 Upper

plugin

-

12

Electric Guitar

DBX 160 Lower

plugin

-

13

Choir Soprano

plugin

plugin

1 (VoxVerb)

14

Choir Boys

plugin

plugin

1 (VoxVerb)

15

Strings A

plugin

desk EQ

-

16

Strings B

plugin

desk EQ

-

17

Strings Tremolo

TLA Ivory Upper R

plugin

-

18

Flute A

Drawmer DL241 L

plugin

2 (RoomVerb)

19

Flute B

Drawmer DL241 R

plugin

2 (RoomVerb)

20

SPX Vocal Reverb Return

-

desk EQ

-

21

SPX Vocal Reverb Return

-

desk EQ

-

22

M One Room Reverb Return

-

desk EQ

-

23

M One Room Reverb Return

-

desk EQ

-

24

M350 Soft Delay Return

-

desk EQ

1 (VoxVerb)
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4. Conclusion

All the theory I’ve learnt so far are coming together quite nicely in my head and it seems that as the
complexity of each project grows, so does my comprehension of the different issues at hand and how
to begin tackling them. I guess more time in the studio would always have been more ideal. The
simplicity of the drum pattern and the bass pattern certainly helped in speeding up the process of
recording. A few more vocal takes (certainly more than three or four ‘good ones’ anyway) would
definitely have been more useful, providing more options to create that ‘perfect’ composite that really
captures the spirit and the drama of the song. I would definitely like to track this song live in my spare
time to achieve more of that rawness that only a live performance can yield. Mixing so many elements
definitely takes time and patience and would certainly have liked to have gone in for a second mixdown session, especially after the noise spilling through from the other room didn’t create an ideal
mixing environment. However session availability in the TLA is so scarce that it became a matter of
portioning my allocated 4 hours per week to accommodate all other projects and assessments. I guess
just as it is in the ‘real world,’ studio time is precious - which really brings home the message that preproduction planning and session strategies are paramount in order to achieve your final vision.
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